Visual field damage in normal-tension and high-tension glaucoma.
We studied the ocular characteristics of 40 pairs of normal-tension and high-tension glaucoma patients who matched closely for the extent of field damage, pupil size, and visual acuity. To determine if there were differences in visual field damage between patients with normal-tension and high-tension glaucoma, we studied characteristics of the areas of the patients' visual fields that were undisturbed. We computed the number of normal locations, the number of clustered normal locations, and the size of the largest cluster of normal locations. The results showed that for an equivalent extent of damage, the individuals in the normal-tension group had greater areas with normal sensitivity, hence more localized damage. A comparison of the patient data to control data showed that paired differences were larger when the normal-tension member of a pair had a larger value in any of the parameters. The results support the hypothesis that glaucoma patients with lower intraocular pressures have more localized damage and those with higher intraocular pressures have more diffuse damage.